
  

Amanda Holiday: Donald I want to thank you for taking 
the time to talk to me today.

Donald Rodney: [coughs] Well this is an  
atypical scenario but typical Amanda Holiday 
but carry on…

AH: Ok introductions first: ‘Donald Rodney who died 
prematurely in 1998 was a key figure in Black British 
political art in the 1980s.’

DR: Thank you. What year are we in now?

AH: 2018.

DR: Yo!

AH: You may remember a conversation we once had, 
when you were in hospital once…

DR: King’s.

AH: King’s yes. It was a lament. You wondered whether 
we would ever live to see a black Turner Prize winner.

DR: I remember that. I did not.

AH: There was of course Anish Kapoor in 1991.

A Posthumous 
Conversation about 
Black Art

Artist Donald Rodney was a leading figure in 
Britain’s BLK Art group of the 1980s. 

Here, Donald’s artist friend Amanda Holiday, who 
set up a black artist student group at that time, 
imagines a conversation with him about black Turner 
Prize winners and nominees. 
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DR: He’s not black.

AH: [laughter]. How did I know you would say that? He may 
not self-define as such – but we’re not going to get bogged 
down here.

DR: Anish Kapoor is a wonderful and brilliant artist 
but the pigment he’s concerned with is not skin. His 
art is not into all this ‘hoo haa’ [laughter]. Not black 
politics. He’s about the market.

AH: We’ll come back to that – wait till I tell you 
 about Vantablack.I

DR: Who’s she?

AH: [laughter] Vantablack – the absolute blackest black 
pigment ever. Ultra dark. Deepest black and Kapoor bought 
out the rights to it. 

DR: [laughter] What? So now Anish Kapoor owns 
the blackest black known to humankind? Kapoor 
capitalised on black power pigment. That may well 
be truly revolutionary. I’m listening.

AH: So since your death Donald, there have been 12 black, 
in inverted commas, artists who have either been nominated 
or gone on to win the Turner Prize.

DR: Yo! Twelve! Who? Keety did he win?II

AH: Wait we’ll go through them – chronologically. The year 
you died...

DR: 1998.

AH: Chris Ofili won the Turner Prize 1998.

DR: Ah Elephant Dung Man.III On the heels of 
the YBA guys. Those guys sewed it up. Chris was 
hungry. He used to lie in wait for Charles Saatchi, 
you know that? Outside his house, lugging his 
paintings [laughter]

Also he is a pretty amazing artist. Those dots, 
pointillist pop art dream painting. And political in 
the core. Not overt and not in the militant in your 
face way we were. We kind of boxed ourselves in.

AH: Boxed in?

DR: What we did was important. Shall I say 
significant? [laughter]. But it wasn’t enough. We 
didn’t force the market or anyone to pay attention. 
Enough attention. Look at the YBAs and how 
they shook it up. Remember that first show in the 
Docklands that Damien, Carl, them put on.IV That 
was spectacular on a scale. They went in large, they 
wanted big, they wanted everything. They were 
hungry – we were angry. They wanted fame – we 
wanted justice.V

But we wanted fame and money too eventually 
[laughter]. Go on Amanda, I’m intrigued by this list 
– who’s next?

Cards made by Donald Rodney using his X-Rays
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AH: 1999, Steve McQueen.

DR: Stevie the dark horse! No surprise 
there. Deadpan was brilliant.VI That house 
falling inspired my skin house piece 
[laughter] not really.VII Genius. Steve was 
flying. Next.

AH: Isaac Julien. Nominated 2001.

DR: Ah Isaac! You know I thought you’d 
either say him or Johnny Come-From- 
Far.VIII Someone from Sankofa or Black 
Audio definitely. Is he still talking all that 
[mimics] ‘meta-discourse’ nonsense?

AH: [laughter] Isaac is making these film 
installations. Immersive stuff. Exhibiting all over. And 
is a University Chair. Doing some collages at the 
moment I think – à la Bearden but with gold leaf.IX

DR: No surprises there. So long as he 
didn’t turn into some state-sponsored, 
complacent establishment fat cat. That’d 
be a pity if all these angry black artist types 
ended up co-opted by the system... with 
nothing much changed. Visibility-wise.

AH: Oh we are more visible.

DR: Good. So 2001 that’s three already 
[claps hands]

AH: Yinka Shonibare CBE, RA 2004. Nominated.

DR: Yinka the warrior! CBE now? Yo! I have 
a soft spot for Yinka. Boy come good. Wow 
is he still doing stuff with Kente cloth? Yinka 
battled. Yinka was a listener. Very humble 
artist. Not so political but he wore it.

AH: And that is ok in your book? To ‘wear’  
your politics?

DR: Of course. Our dress code. The canon 
is ‘corky’s point’.X Black artists need or 
needed to blow the doors off.

AH: Well that didn’t happen.

DR: Shame. But Yinka I approve. Next..?

AH: 2007 Zarina Bhimji. Nominated.

DR: Zarina from Heron House tower block 
in Peckham?

AH: She lives in Bloomsbury now…

DR: I loved Zarina’s work. That stuff she 
did in your doc Amanda – putting things 
underwater and filming them, the mirrors, 
light and shade the way she looked at  
stuff.XI And the big polaroids she did for  
the V&A.XII Jealous much?

AH: Did the V&A not ask  
you to try them out?

DR: [put out] No one asked me. 
No one ever asked me to do the 
nice stuff. But Zarina – she has 
such an eye. Am also a big fan of 
SutapaXIII – she must be on your 
list huh? Nominated?

AH: Nope.

DR: Sutapa should have been 
nominated just for her name. 
Those three syllables. Shu-ta-
pa. Sounds like a rare tropical 
flower doesn’t it? [laughs] Now 
I sound like an old white man. 
Housewives with Steak-knives 
is an iconic piece of Black Art 
History and I’m sure Sutapa is 
making sure everyone knows it. 
Carry on.

AH: As an aside Donald – something 
that has always annoyed me about 
black women artists or any visibility we 
have achieved – and it is much more 
now btw Donald – is the fact that that 
this visibility is supposed to somehow 
represent all of us, automatically, 
whatever – like I have to support it – 
opinions don’t count – and if I don’t – it 
is akin to a betrayal. You know – the 
nuances of this? White artists don’t feel 
that way just cos one of their own makes 
it on to page 8 of the Guardian or breakfast TV or 
whatever. For us, any non-support is interpreted as 
bitter twistedness.

DR: [laughter]

AH: Or old, past-it witchery. You know?

DR: Damn I’m almost glad I died young. 
Just kidding.

AH: And don’t get me started on the tropes. Fuck 
black womanist tropes!

DR. Ok [cough] Fuck black womanist 
tropes! Amandla!

AH: OK 2008 Runa Islam. Nominated.

DR: Who dat?

AH: From Wikipedia: ‘Runa Islam is a Bangladeshi-
born British visual artist and filmmaker based in 
London. She was a nominee for the 2008 Turner 
Prize. She is principally known for her film works’. 

DR: Any good?
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AH: It’s your opinions we’re seeking here Donald

DR: No comment. I daresay there’ll be few ‘no 
comments’ then – some of these artists sound like 
they just came out of the woodwork.

AH: The Otolith Group. 2010. Nominated.

DR: The what-o-lith group? Sounds um like I 
would probably know who they are if I lived long 
enough? Am I right?

AH: [laughs] They were around Donald. This from 
Wikipedia: ‘In 2002 Kodwo Eshun co-founded The Otolith 
Group with Anjalika Sagar…’ 

DR: [interrupts] Kodwo! Anjalika! Black intelligence

AH: [continuing] ‘…the name derived from a structure 
found in the inner ear that establishes our sense of gravity 
and orientation. Based in London, the group’s work engages 
with archival materials, with futurity and with the histories 
of transnationality’. 

DR: So next…

AH: 2013 Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Nominated/

DR: Never heard of her.

AH: Interesting figurative painter. Gets a lot of stick 
because she finishes her paintings in one day – so people 
think it’s rushed. Very accomplished though. She shook up 
a lot of the older black women artists. The old timers. Plus 
she kind of came in via the mainstream. The door was open. 
[laughter] Fêted by the galleries before the black art world 
even heard of her, it seems.

DR: The black art world – is there such a thing 
here? In the US yes. Here you’re either paying 
attention or you’re not. Lynette sounds interesting.

AH: Her prices are sky high. Probably the most expensive 
black British woman artist at present. Then here comes 
another black woman Anthea Hamilton – ex-Wimbledon. 
2016 nominated.

DR: [Blank stare]

AH: You’d like her actually Donald I am sure. Performance 
sculpture intervention stuff on a scale – [shows picture] 
Take a look.
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E N D N O T E S 
I   Anish Kapoor on his exclusive rights to the 

blackest black: https://www.theguardian.com/
artanddesign/2016/sep/26/anish-kapoor-
vantablack-art-architecture-exclusive-rights-to-
the-blackest-black

II Keety = Keith Piper.

III T urner Prize controversies: https://www.telegraph.
co.uk/art/what-to-see/turner-prize-controversies/
chris-ofili/

IV  ‘Freeze’ Show in Docklands 1988: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freeze

V   BLK Art Group: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
BLK_Art_Group

VI  Deadpan: https://www.moma.org/collection/
works/98724

VII  Donald Rodney, In The House of my Father: https://
www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/rodney-in-the-house-
of-my-father-p78529

VIII  John Akomfrah: https://www.lissongallery.com/
artists/john-akomfrah

IX  Romare Bearden (artist): https://
beardenfoundation.org/romare-bearden/

X  aka Donald Rodney’s term for ‘Charlie’s Point’ in 
film Apocalypse Now.

XI  Employing The Image video information: https://
www.bfi.org.uk/films-tv-people/4ce2b7c0849ab

XII  Zarina Bhimji polaroids 1989: https://www.
southlondongallery.org/collection/zarina-bhimji-
untitled/

XIII  Sutapa Biswas: http://www.art.mmu.ac.uk/profile/
sbiswas

XIV  Anthea Hamilton, Project for a Door: https://www.
wmagazine.com/gallery/anthea-hamilton-artist-
2016-turner-prize-nominee/all

XV  Anthea Hamilton, The Squash: https://www.tate.
org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/exhibition/squash

XVI  The Elbow Room: http://new.diaspora-artists.net/
display_item.php?id=654&table=artefacts

DR: What am I looking at? Hands pressing on a big bottom 
wedged in a wall!XIV That looks like pure utter shite. But also 
brilliant if by a black woman…

[Joint laughter]

What else she do?

AH: There’s someone dressed as a squash or whatever lying about all 
over Tate Britain scaring children.XV That’s her.

DR: Sounds amazing. I love her already.

AH: Now wait for this 2017 [trumpet sounds] Hurvin Andersen 
nominated.

DR: Brum Hurvin. A Wimbledon landscape  
painter, he gets a fanfare?

AH: no but wait for it – also in the same year …Lubaina Himid 
nominated and won.

DR: [drops mic] No! Lubaina Himid won the Turner prize? 
Lubaina Himid won the Turner Prize? Lubaina Himid won the 
Turner prize? Elbow Room Lubaina?XVI Lubaina smash-the-
white-patriarchy in mellowed tones Himid? Militant hush 
puppy Lubaina. I don’t quite know whether to laugh or cry. 
Damn so some things do change but I can’t quite believe it.

But by my reckoning she would be 64 now huh?  
Wasn’t she too old?

AH: They changed the rules. That’s how Hurvin got in too. They lifted 
the ‘artists under fifty thing’. There’s a lot of women high up in the art 
world now directors and stuff – they all got behind her nomination…

DR: Is her art still...?

AH: Yep!

DR: [laughter] Damn do you think they will change the rules 
to allow for posthumous nominations? They must do. Then I’m 
in with a chance. In fact I’d definitely win.

AH: No doubt about it Donald – it’s been a pleasure talking to you.
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